
Watercolor Crystal RUBRIC
Advanced
10 Points

Meets Standards
7 Points

Improving
5 Points

Needs Improvement
3 Points

Score

Color &
Use of

Watercolors

-Color and shades
of color are well
thought out and
planned.
-Clear and clean
painting.
-Thoughtful dark,
medium and light
areas.
-Clear areas of
white in between
facets

-Color and shades
of color are
planned.
-Painting is mostly
clear and clean.
-Dark, medium and
light areas are
present.
-Mostly clear areas
of white in between
facets

-Color is flat, not
many shades are
present.
-Painting is
somewhat clear
and clean.
-Dark, medium
and light areas
are hard to
distinguish.
-Not many areas
of white in
between sections
(facets)

-Color all looks like the
same shade.
-No variations in shades.
-Artwork is messy.
-Sections (facets) are not
defined and all look the
same

Contrast and
Emphasis

-Clear areas of
contrast and
emphasis.
-Artwork is
planned carefully
and thoughtful.

-Contrast and
emphasis are clear.
-Artwork is
planned.

-Attempt at
contrast and
emphasis but not
quite achieved.
-Art is unbalanced
and unplanned.

-Artwork is flat and does
not show contrast or
emphasis.

Technique &
Craftsmanship

-Attention to detail,
artwork is well
thought out and
executed.
-Artwork is in
excellent
condition.
-Artwork is
planned and space
is used effectively.

-Details are clear.
-Artwork is in good
condition.
-Artwork is planned
and space is filled
adequately.

-Artwork shows
little attention to
detail.
-Artwork is in poor
condition.
-Composition was
not planned.

-Artwork is very messy or
unfinished.
-Composition was not
planned or throughout.

Progress Check Progress photos
were consistently
uploaded on time

Most progress
photos were
uploaded on time

Progress photos
were consistently
uploaded late.

Most progress photos
were not uploaded

Final Artwork Project was turned
in on time with
clear well lit,
uncluttered photo.

Project was turned
in 1-2 days late/or
photo was not clear
or contained other
items around it.

Project was
turned in more
than 2 days
late/or photo was
not clear or
contained many
items around it.

Project was not turned in -
Zero

Total Points


